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Address BEIJING JIYE GLASS CO. LTD 
Room 1908 Block A No.1 
Lizezhongyi Road - ChaoYang District 
100102 Beijing  

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
JIYE GLASS offers tailor-made products and service for pharmaceutical glass, laboratory glass and lighting glass as well as craftworks glass. We have
professional teams to cater different products in different market segments and we have won good reputation in international market by offering the
best quality and the best services to our customers.

The normal size of the tubing is various from O.D 6 mm to O.D 315mm, W.T1 mm to 9mm. We can produce the special sizes of the tubing for art
market: 50*7, 50*9, 60*7, 60*9 . For glass rod we can make the sizes from 3mm to 46mm . Specially we have eleven kinds of color tubing and rod for
customers choice: Opaque white , Opaque black, Red, Transparent black, Pink, Purple, Yellow, Green, Amber, Dark blue and Light blue. 
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